For an elegant proof see [21 J. It is well-known that a function f(z) is starlike if and only if it has the form f(z)=zh'(z) where ft (2) is convex. A function is called convex in one direction [20] if each line of a certain fixed direction intersects P in at most one interval. provided that X > 1/2 [6, p. 46 ]. On the other hand, Littlewood has given an example of a bounded univalent function for which an ^ 0(re°_1) for some positive <r. Thus the implication (1.3) breaks down for small X. The author conjectures that (1.3) is true for all X ^ 0 if f(z) is close-toconvex. For starlike functions, it is known that (1.3) holds for X ^ 0 [4; 14] . It will be proved for two further special cases: where K depends only on a in the first case and K zi 16/ir ¿re the second case.
Actually, we will prove a more general result in each case. This theorem generalises in part some earlier results of the author [15] on symmetric functions in $". 1.3. Next we shall consider some invariance properties of the families $". Finally the following theorem about the continuity behaviour will be proved: Theorem 2. Let fE ®a.
(a) If 0 zi a < 1 then f(z) is continuous in \z | ^ 1 (if 00 is allowed as a value) and assumes no finite value more than once.
(b) Ifa=l then /(e*)=lim f(z) exists as a finite or infinite angular limit for all 8 with at most two exceptions, and two exceptions may really occur.
Again, this theorem will be contained in more general results.
2. Coefficient problems.
2.1. Theorem 3. Let 0 g a < 1, f(z) = axz-\-£Ä".
If 0 g r < 1 then
where K(a) depends only on a.
The left side of (2.1) is equal to the length L(r) of j/(z): |z | =rj. Since trivially L(r) ^ 2M(r), inequality (2.1) shows that L(r) and A7(r) have essentially the same growth. (For a related result for starlike functions see [ 16, Theorem 2] Ici íAre*-1.
In particular, if\ = 0then\an\ zi 4B/w, and 4/ w cannot be replaced by a smaller constant.
Proof. If f(z) is convex in the direction of the imaginary axis then for each fixed r < 1 there are numbers 8y and 82 such that u(r, 8) = Ref(re") increases for By < 8 < 82 and decreases for 82<8 < 8y+2*. Hence Proof. Let x(w) be the inverse function of w = h(z). Then x(w) is analytic in the convex region jA(z): |z| < 1 ¡. Let g(z)=f(x(w)).
With Wj=h(Zj) 0=1, 2) we can write
Since s=g'(w)=f'(x(w))/h'(x(w)) lies in the convex sector j|args| ^ctit/2\ the same is true of its integral mean value (3.1). 
For the special case Zi=0, z2=l, this was proved by Sakaguchi [22] . Proof. Let A(z) be the convex function of (1.1). Since zA'(z) is starlike,
>0.
Applying Lemma 1 with f(z) = zh'(z), a=l and with z¡z instead of z¡ we therefore obtain For Zi=z2 =z, inequality (3.4) reduces to |arg/'(z)| < (1 4-a)ir, and the constant will be shown to be best possible. In the case a=l this result is contained in the work of Biernacki [3] ; for a = 0 it was proved by Bieberbach [1] .
In contrast to the best possible inequality |arg/'(z)| < 2tt for analytic close-to-convex functions f(z)=z-\-the author has shown [13, Theorem 7 ] that | arg0'(f) | <3ir/2 for meromorphic close-to-convex functions *(iW+fte+*irl+---(in >i).
Proof. By (1.1) we can write This result is essentially due to Reade [19] . In order to prove that A« [f]E $a for f E ®a one considers the convex function 
I Jo
This assertion is a consequence of the right inequality (4.1) and the following theorem of Gehring and Hayman [5] (see also [17, Theorem 2.7]):
There exists an absolute constant P0 such that for all univalent functions fiz) with P=)/(z): \z\ <1| Jo |/'0>e'9)| dP^K0lF(f(0),f(rei>)).
4.2.
We shall study now the case a = 1. We need the following lemma. Proof. The function zh'(z) is starlike. Therefore the limit (4.2) exists and defines a monotone function [14, Lemma l]. If |2| < 1 then ft((N-2)/(l + 2f))-ft (2) is starlike (with respect to 0) as a function of f. Therefore by (1.2) 
\-[^m<m]-Kis?)-H|<i-
When we choose f such that (Ç+ z) /(l-\-zÇ) = rew and let r->1 -0 we see that M0)-arg[ft(e'9)-ft(2)]|f or |z| < 1. Since ft(2) is not constant equality cannot hold. The proof will be based on the theory of prime ends. If fiz) is univalent then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points on the unit circle and the prime ends of the image-region P. The prime end corresponding to e* will be denoted by Pie). A point o> is called a principal point of Pie) if every neighborhood of w contains a cross-cut of a chain defining Pie). Every prime end has either exactly one principal point (possibly at oe) or infinitely many principal points. A theorem of Lindelóf [10 ] Since Tt C P and P is closed it follows that J(0, a) C P. The closed sector determined by J(8, w) that does not contain /(0) must contain w' because w' E Ak. As J is a boundary point of P this implies w' E J(8, »).
(c) Suppose that the angular limit f(ew) does not exist. Then P(0) has infinitely many principal points. Hence there are at least two different finite principal points u and «/. By the result of part (b), we have a/ G J (8,u>) and also » G J (8,u) .
Since J(8,u) and J(8,u') are identical except for a translation it follows that the angle v(8 + 0) -v(8 -0) of J(8, ai) has to be equal to ir.
Proof of Theorem 2(b). The function v(8) increases monotonely by 2ir in 0 ^0 ^ 2ir. Hence v(B) can have at most two jumps of height tt. Therefore f(ei>) exists for all 0 with at most two exceptions.
We shall now give an example where two exceptions occur. Let F= \w = x+iy: \x\ <2, |y|< 2j \Ü {lxl=2-¿> -1 ^ <2}
UJ*I=2-2äTP-2<^4
Here all points jx=2, \y\ ^ 1 j and jx= -2, \y\ g 1 j are principal points of one prime end each. The function that maps the unit disk onto P is convex in the direction of the imaginary axis, hence close-to-convex, and there are two values of 8 where the angular limit does not exist.
Remark. If there are two points where the angular limit does not exist then we see that v(6) is constant except for two jumps of height w. It is not difficult to show that this implies that f(z) is convex in one direction.
